In this issue of the Shelburne Museum newsletter we turn the spotlight back on you, our Members and donors. We enumerate your stalwart support and generosity in our annual list of gifts. We highlight a remarkable donation of an Alfred Jacob Miller painting from Member Teri Perry, and we thank three exemplary Members whose uplifting expressions of creativity and kindness gave us a reason to smile in a difficult year like no other.

Two of the Members we highlight announced themselves with an air of mystery. Last fall post cards began showing up in our mailbox. These were charming hand-drawn cards with notes written by children expressing their gratitude for the Museum. It was truly a mystery, until the instigator was revealed, longtime friend of the Museum and educator Beth Coleman, who was having her students write to us after their virtual classroom visits to our website!

Mystery becomes him, might be a way to describe the second Member in the spotlight, Alex Nalbach. Alex penned *Thrilled to Death*, a delightfully thrilling and perfectly produced murder mystery theater adapted for Zoom for Members of our Barnstormers. And then he did it twice more—for our staff and guides and as an auction item in our holiday online auction.

There was no mystery involved in Margaret Chicchetti’s many acts of kindness on the Museum’s behalf this summer. When the Museum opened under COVID-19 restrictions, Margaret was right there “front of house” with what could have been an onerous task—asking visitors if they met quarantine guidelines and getting them to complete contact tracing forms. Margaret’s combination of calm, cheerfulness, and orderliness put our visitors at ease and welcomed them in unprecedented circumstances. I will forever be grateful to Margaret for her good-natured poise last summer.

Museum Member Teri Perry surprised us with a lovely gift at the end of 2020, an Alfred Jacob Miller (American, 1810–74) painting, *Departure of the Caravan at Sunrise*. Best known for his depictions of the American West and the trappers, fur traders, and Native Americans who populated the western frontier, this painting complements works in the Museum collection by Edward Hicks, Charles Deas, Arthur Fitzwilliam Tait, Carl Rungius, and Ogden Pleissner.

It goes without saying that this past year with the challenges of a global pandemic has been difficult for each of us individually and for the institution as a whole. It has also reminded us of the deep roots the Museum has in the community that were evident in a multitude of ways this past year, as illustrated by the examples set by our Members in these and so many other ways. Thank you for supporting Shelburne Museum. We look forward to seeing you here soon.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas Denenberg, PhD
Director

Dear Electra,
I am sending you the post card as part of your online art show. I enjoyed my digital art museum experience of Shelburne Museum. I have a cat and kittens reminded me of me. Thank you.

- Lily

Dear Electra,
I visited Shelburne Museum last summer. I got inspired by the images of local animals. I made a postcard that I sent to Shelburne Museum.

- Angela

I loved seeing the cat mug in the digital exhibit. It made me happy. I think the old images and the descriptions I drew this because I have 3 cats.

- Anthony

(cover and right) Postcards sent by Beth Coleman’s students from the Frederick H. Tuttle Middle School after visiting Shelburne Museum’s virtual exhibitions.
Recently donated by friend of Shelburne Museum Teri Perry, Alfred Jacob Miller’s painting *Departure of the Caravan at Sunrise* provides a peek into a rough and tumble life of adventure on the plains of North America.

Born in Baltimore at the beginning of the nineteenth century, Alfred Jacob Miller’s name would eventually become synonymous with depictions of the trappers, fur traders, and Native Americans who populated America’s western frontier.

In the spring of 1837 Miller met William Drummond Stewart (1795–1871), a Scottish adventurer and former British military officer fascinated by North America’s western frontier. Stewart hired Miller to accompany him to the American Fur Company’s annual gathering in the Rocky Mountains known as “the rendezvous” with the aim of recording scenes from the journey through present-day Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, and Wyoming. The sketches that Miller created over the roughly five-week journey west provided valuable fodder for the artist once he returned to his studio in New Orleans, fueling a series of monumentally-scaled pictures for Murthly Castle, Stewart’s estate in Scotland, in addition to hundreds of additional works in watercolor and oil.

*Departure of the Caravan at Sunrise* was inspired by these travels with Stewart. With a bright sun rising in the east, the landscape is filled with opportunity and optimism as trappers and traders prepare to break camp. A long line of covered wagons known as “prairie schooners” extends across the canvas and draws attention to Stewart and his white horse at the center of the composition. (This horse appears numerous times in Miller’s pictures of the rendezvous, a nod toward Stewart’s important patronage.) Several groups of indigenous men, women, and children appear in the picture's foreground as they cook, load gear, and prepare for the day ahead. While the term Manifest Destiny would not be coined until 1845, burgeoning ideas about the potential of North America’s western frontier certainly fueled enthusiasm for the creation of works like this one. Given events like the Louisiana Purchase (1803) and the War of 1812 (1812–1815), artists like Miller may have perceived events like the rendezvous as part of a progression of Anglo-American expansion across the North American continent.

MARCH

VIRTUAL FIELD TRIPS FOR SCHOOLS AND HOMESCHOOL FAMILIES
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10–10:45 a.m. and 1:30–2:15 p.m., or by special appointment
March–April, 2021
Join Museum educator Mollie Davis for a virtual visit to the Museum’s General Store. Geared to 3rd grade and up; can be modified for younger learners. Email Mollie Davis to learn more at mdavis@shelburnemuseum.org

March 3, 6 p.m.
CURATORS IN CONVERSATION
Isabel Bishop: The Working Woman
Join Carolyn Bauer, Associate Curator, for Isabel Bishop: The Working Woman, exploring the incredible life and work of this extraordinary artist.

March 17, 6 p.m.
@SHELURNEMUSEUM
A Close Look at Alfred Jacob Miller’s Departure of the Caravan at Sunrise
Join Shelburne Museum Associate Curator Katie Wood Kirchhoff with Miller scholar Lisa Strong, Director of the Art and Museum Studies M.A. Program and Professor of the Practice at Georgetown University for a close look at an exciting new acquisition to Shelburne Museum’s collection—Departure of the Caravan at Sunrise by Alfred Jacob Miller.

March 23
TECHNIQUE
This installation of a new Museum virtual program, Technique, explores the methods and materials of quilt artists. Quilter Hope Johnson will demonstrate piecing a hexagon flower—the pattern building block used in the Jane Morton Cook quilt, a textile featured in the current online exhibition Pattern & Purpose.

APRIL

VIRTUAL FIELD TRIPS FOR SCHOOLS AND HOMESCHOOL FAMILIES
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10–10:45 a.m. and 1:30–2:15 p.m., or by special appointment
March–April, 2021
Join Museum educator Mollie Davis for a virtual visit to the Museum’s General Store. Geared to 3rd grade and up; can be modified for younger learners. Email Mollie Davis to learn more at mdavis@shelburnemuseum.org

April 7, 6 p.m.
CURATORS IN CONVERSATION
Outdoor Sculpture
Join Director Tom Denenberg for a rich discussion on the impact and importance of outdoor art with noted scholars and practitioners.

April 13
IN THE GARDENS
Join Museum Landscape and Gardens Manager Jess Gallas for prepping and planting updates as she readies the grounds for 2021.

Isabel Bishop (American, 1902–1988)
Subway Reading (detail), c. 1950
Ink and paper
Collection of Shelburne Museum, Bequest of Edith C. Blum, 1977-6.11
April 22
WEBBY’S ART STUDIO
Webby’s Art Studio celebrates Earth Day by welcoming the birds back. Create a bird feeder, bring coloring pages to life, and more.

April 29, 6 p.m.
ONLINE EXHIBITION OPENING
Mary Cassatt’s Impressions: Assembling the Havemeyer Art Collection
Join Associate Curator Carolyn Bauer and renowned art historian Nancy Mowll Mathews to explore the life and work of American Impressionist Mary Cassatt and examine the close and creative relationship between Cassatt and the Havemeyer Family.

MAY

May 5, 6 p.m.
CURATORS IN CONVERSATION
Circus Photography
Senior Curator Kory Rogers talks with circus photographer Elliot Fenander about his career and work.

May 7
WEBBY’S ART STUDIO
Create a forever paper bouquet for someone special in this edition of Webby’s Art Studio.

May 11
IN THE GARDENS
Museum Landscape and Gardens Manager Jess Gallas provides updates on lilacs, apple blossoms, and spring garden plans.

May 20, 6 p.m.
ONLINE EXHIBITION OPENING
Revisiting America: The Prints of Currier & Ives
Join us for an exhibition opening preview with Associate Curator Katie Wood Kirchhoff to explore how the largest printmaking company in nineteenth-century America visualized the nation’s social, political, and industrial fabric.
Delivering the Museum through digital programming

The Museum’s commitment to digital programming means consistent new content refreshing the pages of ShelburneMuseum.org. Twenty-two webinars, ranging from conversations with the curators to online exhibition previews, are now available to view anytime, anywhere. Hear from the curators, learn from artists, and get in depth context on objects from the permanent collection.

Sign up for the Museum e-newsletter to be the first to know about 2021 digital programs, virtual field trips, and Member benefits!
THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING SHELBURNE MUSEUM!

Each year we share with you our list of contributors as a way to highlight the generosity of the many individuals and organizations without which Shelburne Museum would not continue to thrive and serve the community.

Gifts to the Museum positively impact all facets of our operations, from thought-provoking exhibitions and lifelong learning for all ages to care of our renowned collection and ongoing maintenance of our bucolic grounds and gardens.

Thank you to all of our donors for their generosity and commitment to keeping Shelburne Museum a vibrant and relevant cultural resource for Vermont and beyond.

D. Scott Wise
Chair, Board of Trustees

Thomas Denenberg
Director

DONORS

$100,000 +
Lois H. McClure

$50,000–$99,999
Marna and Charles Davis
Peter Graham and Heidi Drymer
National Endowment for the Humanities
Angelo and Lynn Pizzagalli
Judith and James Pizzagalli
Donna and Marvin Schwartz
The Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.
John Wilmerding
Scott and Lindem Havemeyer


$25,000–$49,999
Rev. Mary S. and Mr. John Abele
Sandy Berbeco and David Coen
Joe and Colleen Brandon
Estate of E. William Davis, Jr.
Institute of Museum and Library Services
Kate Jennings Charitable Trust
Robert and Christine Stiller


$10,000–$24,999
John and Dianne Phillips Avlon
Matthew and Elizabeth Baird
Elizabeth and Theodor Bogner
The Frelinghuysen Foundation
Hugh and Shana Griffiths
Barbara and Amos Hostetter
Elizabeth Johnson
Leigh and David Kilborn
Peter and Isabella Martin
Anne P. Massey and Anne Stright
Peter Swift and Diana McCargo
Nancy Mladenoff and J.J. Murphy
Remo and Donna Pizzagalli
Bambi Putnam
Mr. and Mrs. George Putnam III
Christopher and Maggie Robinson


$5,000 - $9,999
Cheryl and Donald Ape
Elizabeth Archangelou
Andrea and Joey Bergstein
Larson and John Berkey
Mr. and Mrs. John K. Colgate, Jr.
Elizabeth* and Harvey Colman
Katherine L. Copcock
Robert T. Foley
Mr. and Mrs. George L. K. Frelinghuysen
Neal and Carole Garanzik
Charles and Maria Granquist
Bill Heidrich
Heather and Patrick Henry
David and Lila Wilmerding
Susan Kreuzer
Debbie Kurpis
The Oakland Foundation
Bill and Jane Shearer
David Starr and Anne Hambleton
Elizabeth Steele
Jared and Kristen Vincent
Elizabeth Woods
and an anonymous donor


Corporate
Radiance Medical Aesthetics & Wellness Spa


$1,000–$2,499
Charles and Missy Adams
Mr. and Mrs. F. William Alley
American Folk Art Society
Jane Beck
Richard and Valerie Beck
Thomas Brawley
Lucile Brink
David and Marilyn Brockway
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Catlin, Jr.
Alyssa Citorik and Arian Turrell
Anne Collins
Kerrin and Mark Connors
Robert Cooper
Donald and Sandra Crocker
Timothy Curt and Donna Bissounette
Laura and Barry Dagan
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Danziger
J. Staige Davis and Sarah Spink
Peggy and John Day
Donald and Gloria Degen
Thomas Denenberg and Amber Degen
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge T. Gerry, Jr.
Eileen R. and Paul Growald
Penelope P. Harris
Carole A. Hauke
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Lapham III
The Metz Family
Carol and James Oliver
Nancy D. Petty
Lisa Pizzagalli and Daniel Johnson
Constance Porteous and David Fair
Skip and Marilyn Rosskam
Lili Ruane and Winthrop H. Smith
Bob and Lisa Schatz
Tom and Michelle Tiller
Dr. and Mrs. Cyril Veinott
William and Joanna Wright
and an anonymous donor


$2,500 - $4,999
Howard and Jill Aiken
Briar Alpert and Susan Vignes
Rev. and Mrs. C. F. Buechner
Holly Johnson Carr and Tom Carr
Christopher and Susanne Davis
Frederica Gamble


Rolf Diamant and Nora Mitchell
Callie Elliotson and Jerry Huck
Peter Erly and Heather Briggs
Nancy Ewen
Mr. Willett Foster III
Isabel Fox
Jeffrey and Sue Fox
Hon. and Mrs. Rodney P. Frelinghuysen
Thomas and Melissa Gauntlett
Shani Meekler and Drew Gelferbein
Bill and Debra Gottesman
Dr. and Mrs. Reid Grayson
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Havemeyer
Dr. Richard and Barbara Heilman
John and Kathryn Wilmerding
Heminway
Carl and Carlanne Herzog
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hornung
Elizabeth Hummer
Don and Martha Kent
Phil and Barb Kivlin
Robert Knox
Amy Lilly and Prospero Gogo
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Linen
The Lintilhac Foundation, Inc.
Ann Livingston
John Locke and Oksana Dykyj
Joan Madision
Kenneth and Jeanette Mann
John McCormack
Clement and Linda McGillicuddy
Eric and Elizabeth Miller
Maj. Ted W. Miller and Capt.
Eileen R. Miller
John Moorhead, Sr.
Katie and Lou Natale
Carol and Jim Oliver
Patty and Peter Paine
Gordon and Dailey Pattee
Patricia Pizzagalli
Susan Webb Porter
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Prentice III
Antonio and Teri Pyle
Barbara and David Roby
Kathryn Rose
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Beth Coleman's lifelong relationship with Shelburne Museum has grown and evolved with each new milestone. A curious learner growing up in Alburg Springs, Vermont, the Museum has consistently been a meaningful part of her life. She recalls painting her childhood room green after imagining lounging in the green room among the paintings in the Electra Havemeyer Webb Memorial Building. As a University of Vermont student, she was an intern here. Always discovering new ways to connect, she now shares her devotion to Shelburne with her middle school art students.

This past fall, the Museum received illustrated postcards inspired by online exhibitions on the Museum website. At first the source of the cards was a mystery, but it turned out to be Beth's students, in whom she clearly instilled her passion for engaging with art.
Elma Abbe Rickards
William and Amy Rider
Patrick Robins and Lisa Schambach
Andrea Rogers
Christine Rother
Ken and Jessica Scott
John Sharpless and Janet Rutkowski
Brandon and Amy Sim
Ann Smallwood
Dora Sudarsky and Charles Jones
Arlie Sulka and Andrew Freedman
Bob Summers and Orly Yadid
Sam Swanson and Joyce Gallimore
Matthew and Brianne Taylor
Bob and Susan Titterton
Amy and Jon Tota
Paul Ugalde and Catherine Symans
Thodd and Lori Van Allen
Tom Vickery and Liz Mclhany
William and Mary Ward
Nick and Cheyenne Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Wade B.C. Weathers, Jr.
David and Nancy Westbrook
Burton and Patricia Wilcke
Barbara Wilkins
Thomas and Ellen Wilkins
Elsa Williams
Hugh and Diane Williams
Meghan and Doug Williamson
Dr. Ann Wittppen
Martin Wolf and Ginny McGrath
Louise Yamada
and anonymous donors

**Corporate**
Selin & Selin Architecture
Vermont Eco Floors
Wale Robin

**Up to $249**
Neil and Sue Airab
Rosemary Abele
Allan and Deborah Abrams
Lee Ackley and Sandra Vance
Carol Adams
Jason and Joslyn Adams
Katharine Adams and Rodney Hill
Peg Adams
Jose and Erin Aguayo
Charlotte Albers
Mary Alexandrides
Kristen Allen
Steven Altman
Carol Anderson
Sandra Anderson and Reeve Williams
Ben and Susan Anderson Ray
Kris and Christopher Andrews
Robert and Ellen Amnis
Stephen Antell and Barbara Leaf
Andy Arp and Liz Segal
Jay and Marguerite Ashman
Richard and Sandra Auerbach
Elwin Avery and Ed Bianchi
Henry and Patricia Babcock
Charles and Diana Bain
Adrienne Baker
William Baker and Kelly Becker
Liz Bakoss and Ralph Davic
Karen Ball and Mary Ellen Henry
Katie Banks and Richard Nair
Carolyn and William Barnes
Andrew and Martha Barnett
Donald and Caroline Barney
Deborah and Starr Barnum
Elizabeth Barton
Martha Barton Rivera and Joseph Rivera
Max and Beav Bassett
Carolyn Bates
Megan Battey
Katherine Batty and David Gurtman
Dale and Marie Bauman
Barbara and Robert Bauman
Walter and Katherine Baumann
William Baumann
Andrea Bayer and John Pacht
Pennie Beach
Daniel Bean and Jeanette Voss
John and Christine Beardsee
Suzanne Beaudin
Lucy Beck
Paul Beebe
Marjorie Berger and Mike Berger
Sharon Bergeron
John Berman and Kenny Voss
Richard Berube
Tammy Bessette Agnew and James Agnew
Ed Bianchi
Ron Biedermann and Lucinda Bain
John and Judith Blackmer
John Blaise and Aren Small
Casey Blanchard and Dan Cox
Bageshref Blasius
Roger and Susan Bloomfield
Joanna Bodenweber and Geoffroy Fried
Nana and Chris Boffa
Robert and Janet Bogdan
Robert Boger and Mary Swenson
Thomas and Jennifer Bolduc
Shirley Bolkum
David Watts and Lynne Bond
Janet Bossi
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Bostwick, Jr.
Frederica Botala
Marsi Foster and Matt Bourgault
Lee and Laura Bouyee
Elke Bowman
Lisa Boyle and Julian Kulski
Julia Boynton
William and Julia Boyson
Richard and Patricia Branda
Jamie and Michelle Brandon
Louis and Lois Bresee
Starr and Sandra Brinckerhoff
Mary Jane and Gene Brisbane
Robert and Joan Britt
Hope Brown
Lawrence and Susan Bruce
Gina and Tony Bruno
Ann Brush
Donald Brush
Ron and Sharon Bryant
Jeff and Meera Buckman
Linda Burden
Ms. Virginia Burleson
Bailee and Ethan Burnes
Ed Burt
John and Debbi Burton
Erik Bushey and Amy Whitney
Karen and Matthew Bushey
Karen Cady
Buffy and Steve Caflisch
Joanne Callhoun
Elizabeth and Dmitri Calvert
Ellie Campbell
Karl Cannon
Debbie Carland
Laura Carlsmith and Robert Bast
Gary and Gretchen Carlson
Robert and Patricia Carman
Thomas Carroll and Diana Eberhardt
Hans and Terry Carstensen
Pam Cary
Lucy Shelton Caswell
Thomas and Christina Cavin
Laura Cawley and Cole Smith
Bob and Mary Ann Chaffee
Callie Chapman
Christine Chase
Timothy Chiu and Vivien Lok
Suzanne and Peter Chornyak
Robert and Aileen Chutter
Annette Ciardelli
Jennifer Ciardelli
Bert and Margaret Cicchetti
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cicerone
Bill and Tanya Cimonetti
Paul and Kathleen Cipriani
Steve and Sheila Clairmont
Maura Clancy
Lin and John Clark
Elizabeth Clayton
Kevin Clayton
Constance Clement
Janice Clements
Kelly Clements
Laura and Dave Clements
David R. Coates
Michael and Sharon Coburn
Jennie Cole
Drs. Laurence and Roberta Coffin
Elizabeth Coleman
Jessica Coleman and Jake Lubarsky
Richard and Rose Colletti
Bernadine Collins
Edward and Laurie Collins
KC Colt and Robert Heanue
Rhonda Colvard
Irene Colvin
Arnie and Christopher Comichau
Chelsea Condos and Chris Parizo
Anne Conolly
David and Sally Conrad
Jeff and Annick Cooper
Anne Corso and Timothy Griffith
Mary and Elizabeth Courtney
David Crandall and Sarah Twitchell
Edward Crane
Geoffrey and Leslie Crawford
David Cray
Alyssa Crews
Richard and Judith Crocker
Sarah and Ben Crockett
Mark and Debra Cross
Peter and Michelle Cross
Judy and Roger Crouse
Fred and Ann Curran
Mark Curran and Margaret Straub
John and Alison Curtis
Raymond Daigle and Camille Mason
Paul and Rita Daley
Joel Dando and Linda Pardo
Jason Dangelo and Jessica Polk
Kim Daniels
Laura and George Daniels
Lois D’Arcangelo and Patricia Reasoner
Michael and Mary Darling
Hubert and Dorothy Davies
Elizabeth Davis
Joanne Davis
Barbara Deane Gillett and Drew Gillett
Melita DeBeliss and Michael Mulcahy
George and Paula Delano
Edward and Mary Jean Delfoe
Martina DelNevo
Stephen and Kathryn DePasquale
Rita and Martin Dessau
Jeanne Detenbeck
Daniel and Karen Detterman
Thomas Dettre and Robert Johnson
Rocki Lee Dewitt and Josephine Herrera
David Don
Richard and Helen Donahey
Jessica Donnelly and Jeffrey Nowlan
Kieran and Kate Donnelly
Erica Donnis and Donald Shish
Sandra and John Dooley
Sarah Dopp
Kim Doubleday and Stephen Moore
Sylvie Double and Mark Roul Bob Downing and Lisa Crispin
Kevin and Michele Doyle
Ruth and John Drake
Jeffrey and Lorraine Dreibelbis
Shaina Driscoll
Kimberly and John DuBrul
Arline Duffy
Henry Dugan and Caroline Griffin
Julie Dumas and Jason Arndt
Michael Dunbar and Debra Kassabian
MEMBER PROFILE | ALEX NALBACH

You might say Alex Nalbach was “thrilled to death” to share his love for a good mystery mixed with live theater. When in-person events were not possible this past year, Nalbach came up with an idea for a virtual murder mystery, Thrilled to Death featured professional actors who led participants (on Zoom) through a virtual version of the Museum’s Brick House to solve a fictional mystery.

Nalbach’s production was first offered as an exclusive Barnstormers membership event. It proved so popular he graciously hosted two more including a version sold to six teams at the holiday auction that drew bidders from across the country. He and his husband Marc Vincent, both retired university professors, are active in the Museum and recognize the special place it holds in the community.

“Supporters of the Museum are interested in that kind of intersection of history and the arts and an interesting location. Once you get people who are that creative in both supporting and running an institution like this, then you get open-mindedness about new kinds of ways to use a museum space, including as a dramatic background,” Nalbach said.
Margaret Cicchetti has been a Museum Member for a decade. She got involved with the Museum five years ago first as a volunteer greeter and then on the staff of the Museum Store. You’d be hard pressed to find a more cheerful presence at “front of house.”

Her skill set was fully employed this summer when the Museum opened to the public under health and safety restrictions related to the coronavirus pandemic. She was stationed outside the store in a tent greeting visitors, asking them where they had travelled from and having them fill out contact tracing forms. In some cases visitors were turned away if they hadn’t met state requirements.

It wasn’t always easy, but Margaret said she felt that a cheerful greeting was the best way to get people to share their information. With few exceptions, people were gracious and appreciative of the chance to get outdoors and enjoy the grounds, gardens, and galleries at the Museum.
Gay Regan  
Kristofer and Victoria Reierson  
William and Gloria Rice  
Sharon Richards Weaver  
Jean Richardson  
Marilyn Richardson  
Michael and Carol Ann Richman  
Nick and Jessica Riina  
Sarah and Mathew Ringler  
Barbara Rippa and Marvin Glickstein  
Donald and Mary Lou Robinson  
Dan and Kim Rodilff  
Kory Rogers and Jonathan Mikulak  
Mary Rohr  
Kenneth Roller  
Wes Romansky and Kathryn Walsh  
James and Kathryn Rose  
Paul and Margaret Rosenau  
Nancy and John Rosenthal  
Alan Rothschild  
Randolph and Virginia Rowland  
Jan and Mary Jane Rozendaal  
Larry Rudiger  
Erik Ruffa  
Jeanette and Tom Ruffle  
Tinotenda and Sara Rutanhira  
Gary and Joyce Marie Sabourin  
Toby Sadkin and Dale Hohn  
Andrew and Patricia Salner  
Robert and Martha Sanders  
William and Paula Sanford  
Berenice and Ali Sarafzade  
Giovanna Sassi  
Sheafe Satterthwaite  
Stuart and Nicole Sawabin  
Helen Scheereners and Peter Werndorfer  
Mady Schichor  
Ira and Linda Schiffer  
Chris and Alan Schhillmier  
Kayla and Peter Schmidt  
Steven and Dianne Schreer  
J. Donald and Hope Schultz  
James Schuster and Scott Beyer  
Michael and Mary Scollins  
Michel Scott Susina and Dan Susina  
Tana Scott  
Mary and Kevin Scully  
Christine and James Sears  
Howard and Barbara Seaver  
Jocelyn Secker Walker  
Stephanie Segretto  
Ted and Carrie Seissens  
Frederick and Dawn Senfileber  
Anthony and Melanie Severo  
Martha Seyler  
Susan Shane and Charles MacLean  
Alanna Shanley and Jason Golder  
Anne and Robert Shapiro  
John and Susan Sharp  
M. J. Shaw  
Steve Shaly and James Barney  
Perry and Dona Sheter  
Don and Susan Sheldon  
Allen and Carol Shepherd  
John and Dinara Sherman  
John and Dianne Shullenberger  
Ed Sibbald and Charlotte Phillips  
Meghan and Dr. Matthew Siket  
Pierre Simonen  
George and Amy Simone  
Colby Skoglund  
Alex and Lydia Slauzon  
Lynn Sluiter  
Deborah N. Smith  
Gregory and Fraya Smith  
Jeffrey and Jolinda Smith  
June Smith  
Michael and Gabrielle Smith  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Smith, Jr.  
Vicki Smith  
Diana and Dennis Snyder  
David and Polly Sobel  
Halle Sobel and Mark Kautzman  
Richard Somerset  
Tracie Spencer  
Jackie and Sarah Sprague  
Seth and Laura Sprague  
Mary Sprayregen and David Schilling  
Sarah Sprayregen and Richard Witte  
Elinore Standard  
Sam and Lauren Standard  
Patrick Standen and Beth Fastiggi  
Robbie Stanley  
Nancy and James Stead  
Nancy and John Steger  
Charlotte Stetson  
Jeannette Stewart and Neal Graham  
Pamela Stewart and Fran Mount  
Robert and Virginia Stockton  
Barry and Carol Stone  
Mary Katherine Stone and Aimee Stephenson  
Dr. Carol Story  
Beth Stowell  
Sue Strang and Rita Carlile  
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Strauss  
Marris and Jackson Strayer  
Benton  
Nina Streeter and Howie Markson  
Adaline Strumolo  
Joseph and Nancy Suarez  
Linda and Andrew Suntup  
Ian and Erin Sutherland  
JoEllen and Peter Swaine  
Francis and Mary Swasey  
Christopher and Meghan Sweeney  
Ruah Swennerfelt and Louis Cox  
Keith and Barbara Swiatlowski  
Alan and Diane Sylvester  
Karen and William Talentino  
Arnie and Sally Tannen  
Linda and Keith Tarr Whelan  
Caroline Tassey and John Moore  
Rev. Sally Taylor  
Karen and Thomas Taylor  
Carla and Andrew Taymans  
Eugenie Telford  
Chris Terrien and Melissa King  
Dr. and Mrs. Christopher Terren, Jr.  
Debra Thomas  
Tanya Thomas  
Winifred Thomas  
Lyne and Frederick Tiballi  
Jean and Simon Tickell  
Joseph and Cornelia Tierney  
Cara and Willie Tobin  
Graydon and Pamela Topping  
Kayla and Joseph Tornello  
Amy and Jon Tota  
Gail Trafton  
David and Rebecca Train  
Laura Trieschmann  
Steve Trombley and Meagan Downey  
Carleen Tufo and Gabriella Tufo Strouse  
Eleanor and Peter Tumulty  
Brian Turner  
Jeffrey and Wendy Tweedy  
Karen Unsworth  
Ruth Uphold and Mary Provencher  
Susan Valley  
Scott Van Keuren and Eliot Sloan  
Ronald and Janet Van Myen  
Mary Van Vleck  
Carol Vasconcellos  
Susan Vassallo  
Greg and Ellen Vaut  
Vermont Commons School  
Anne Vernon and Peg Harrigan  
Lise and David Veronneau  
Roman Vogel and Johnine Hoehn  
Thomas Vogelsang  
Daniel Vogt and Jennifer Paone  
Vogt  
Sharon von Bruns and Barry Conolly  
Robert von Stade and Elizabeth Munson  
Elin Waagen and Dan Snow  
Sally Wadhams  
David and Renee Wahler  
Jeff and Charlotte Walker  
Keith and Molly Walsh  
Donna Walter  
Bob and Sarah Wannop  
Chris Ward  
Les Warner and Monty Baus  
Arthur and Anne Warwick  
Marcy Waterfall and Kevin McKenna  
Daniel and Deborah Waterman  
Barbara Waters  
David and Misuk Weaver  
Alexander Webb and Megan Camp  
Jeffrey and Heather Weeks  
Lisa Werner and Alan Pike  
Diane Wessel  
Eliza West  
Rex and Louise Whicker  
Carla White  
Hilda White  
Dave and Marcy Whittle  
Stuart and Sarah Wichert  
Doug Wiker  
Malcolm Willard
Hanneke Willenborg and LJ Nieuland
Christa Willets
Molly and Tom Williams
Gretchen Willitts
Cathleen Wilson
Cynthia and George Wilson
Gay Wilson and Barbara Bushaw
Kathryn Wilson
Martha Winant
D. Patrick and Kim Winburn
Frank and Janet Winkler
Alice Winn
Bob Wolcott and Mary Kay Woods
Chuck Wolf
Nancy Wood and Bruce Barr
Martha Wool and Kate Gardner
Matt Wormser
Leslie Wright
Marjorie and Malcolm Wright
Nancy Wright and Steven Lidle
Nora Wright
Michael and Sue Wuerthele
Bruce and Carol Wyatt
Dan and Lori York
Kirk Young
Mary Ann Young
Andrew Zehner and Suzanne Whitty
Tara and Ron Zeleny
Thomas and Jane Zenaty
Logen Zimmerman
Ruth Zimmerman
Dennis Zinsmeister and Michaelene Paquette
Matthew Zucker and Claudia Marshall
and anonymous donors

Corporate
Bevo Catering

Matching Gift Companies
AON Foundation
Bank Of America Matching Gifts
Ben and Jerry’s Foundation
Benetive Community Impact Fund
IBM

Memorial Gifts
In memory of Suzanne Archacki
Mary Welsh
Betsy Gardner

In memory of Elizabeth Colman
Bradbury Family Partnership
Burlington Garden Club
Anne Callahan
Karen Hubenthal Chappell and Wallace Chappell
Thomas Denenberg and Amber Degn
Alfred and Beverly Erickson
Dale and Marilyn Hoffman
Nancy Iverson
Hank and Josie Kaestner

Jennifer Mahin
Robert and Stephanie Morse
Michael and Mary Scollins
Laura Trischmann
Mary Louise Westra
Dennis and Laura Wheeler

In memory of Allan Neal Denenberg
Shauna Driscoll
Karen Petersen
Barbara Rathburn
Nancie Ravenel and Mark Favreau
Kory Rogers and Jonathan Mikulak
Berence and Ali Sarafzade
Leslie Wright

In memory of Dorothy and Rudy Johnson
Judy and Jerry Huetz

In memory of Alice Leland
Paul and Roberta Bankson
GREAT Circle

In memory of Michael George Mahan
George and Lois Mahan

In memory of Electra Bostwick McDowell
Dr. and Mrs. Earl P. Galleher, Jr.

In memory of Jane Patterson Pflug
Melissa Pflug

In memory of Ronald Precourt
Melissa Pflug

In memory of Jackie Rose
Kathryn Rose

In memory of Elizabeth Thibault
Peter C. Rothberg

In memory of Robert Wetzel
Thomas Denenberg and Amber Degn
Holly Grubb
Ted J. Mable
Ed and Louise Mathews
David and Donna Mills
Kenneth Smullen
Deborah and Lester Sutton
Kathleen and Gordon Vreeland
John Wetzel

Donors of goods and services given in kind 2020
Bevo Catering
Conserv Solutions Inc.
Dark Star Lighting and Production
Delta Dental
Farrell Distributing
Green Mountain Flower Supply, Inc.
Lake Champlain Chocolates
Sarah McCargar
Nelson Parker Photographs
Simon Pearce
Vermont Symphony Orchestra
Jeffrey and Heather Weeks

Donors to the Collections, Archives and Library

Library
Ronni Allard
Betsy Ballard
Barbara Benedict
Wesley J. Buterbaugh
Doug Capra
Gene & Linda Kangas
Dawn Mayer-Doll
Laura McCormick
Doreen Lee Slusser
Tara Webster

Collections
Graham Bergh
Estate of Dr. E. William Davis
Alice Cooney Frelinghsuyen
Nancy & Jim Henry
J.J. Murphy and Nancy Mladenoff
Teressa Perry
David Sokosh
David Starr
Terry Tyler

Lenders and Contributors to the Exhibitions
David Emmitt Adams
Kely Anderson-Staley
Bennington Museum
Collection of John R. Campbell, Jr.
Carrie Haddad Gallery
Castleton Historical Society
Catherine Edelman Gallery, Chicago
Cheim & Read, New York
Andy Duback
John Dugdale
Ethereon Gallery
Adam Fuss
Gagosian
Grandma Moses Properties Co., New York
The Haas Brothers
Edwynn Houk Gallery, New York
Dr. Nicholas J. Hardin
Private collection, in memory of Kitty Webb Harris
Gina Kamentsky
Amy Lee Ketchum
Peter Kirkiles
Daniel Kuczynski
Kristen Lepore
Sandy Lerner Caticons Collection
Jennifer Levonian
Anne Lopez
Abelardo Morell
Hayley Morris
Collection of Susan and Seward Webb Pulitzer, Jr.

R & Company, New York
John Shimon
David Sokosh
Joni Sternbach
Von Lintel Gallery
Private collections

DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE
Electra Havemeyer Webb Circle
Mr. John and Rev. Mary S. Abele
Sandra Berboco and David Coen
Joe and Colleen Brandon
Charles and Marina Davis
Peter Graham and Heidi Drymer
Lois H. McClure
Judith and James Pizzagalli
Donna and Marvin Schwartz
Robert and Christine Stiller
John Wilmerding
Scott and Linden Havemeyer
Wis

Director’s Circle–Sponsors
John and Dianne Phillips Avlon
Matthew and Elizabeth Baird
Elizabeth and Theodor Bogner
Mr. and Mrs. George L. K. Frelinghsuyen
Hugh and Shana Griffiths
Barbara and Amos Hostetter
Elizabeth B. Johnson
Leigh and David Kilborn
Peter and Isabella Martin
Ramo and Donna Pizzagalli
Christopher and Maggie Robinson
Anne P. Massey and Anne Stright
Nancy Mladenoff and J.J. Murphy
Bambi Putnam
Mr. and Mrs. George Putnam III
Susan Sim
Alice Dana Spencer and Lee Spencer
Peter Swift and Diana McCargo
Marc Vincent and Alex Nalbach

Director’s Circle–Collectors
Cheryl and Donald Appe
Elizabeth Archangelis
Andrea and Joey Bergstein
Larson and John Berkey
Mr. and Mrs. John K. Colgate, Jr.
Elizabeth* and Harvey Colman
Katherine L. Coppock
Robert T. Foley
Neal and Carlie Garonzik
Bill Heidrich
Heather and Patrick Henry
David and Lila Wilmerding
Kirkland & Ellis
Debbie Kuklis
Bill and Jane Shearer
Elizabeth Steele
Jared and Kristen Vincent
and anonymous donor
Director's Circle–Curators
Howard and Jill Aiken
Briar Alpert and Susan Vigsnes
Rev. and Mrs. C. F. Buechner
Holly Johnson Carr and Tom Carr
Christopher and Susanne Davis
Thomas Denenberg and Amber Degn
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge T. Gerry, Jr.
Eileen R. and Paul Growald
Penelope P. Harris
Carole A. Hauke
Dr. Jan Hokenson and Dr. Sandra Norton
Mr. and Mrs. Orton P. Jackson Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lapham III
The Metz Family
Eric and Elizabeth Miller
Carol and Jim Oliver
Nancy D. Petty
Lisa Pizzagalli and Daniel Johnson
Constance Porteous and David Fair
Skip and Marilyn Rosskam
Lili Ruane and Winthrop H. Smith
Bob and Lisa Schatz
Bob and Marley Skiff
Tom and Michelle Tiller

Board of Trustees
Dianne Phillips Avlon
Matthew Baird
Sandra Berbeco
Andrea Bergstein
Marna Davis
Alice Cooney Frelinghuysen
Peter Graham
Charles L. Granquist, Jr.
Elizabeth Hummer
Leigh Kilborn
Peter Martin
Anne P. Massey, PhD
Eric Miller
Lisa Pizzagalli
Bambi Putnam
William Schubart
Susan Sim
Alice Dana Spencer
Christine Stiller
David W. Starr
D. Scott Wise

Trustees Emeriti
James Pizzagalli
Samuel B. Webb, Jr., PhD
W. Seward Webb IV
John Wilmerding, PhD

If your name is not listed in this Report of Gifts, it may be because you asked to remain anonymous or because your gift was received after January 8, 2021. In the latter case, your generosity will be acknowledged in next year's report.

An asterisk (*) next to a name indicates that the individual has passed away.

If we have made any errors, please accept our apologies and notify us to ensure that our records are correct.
Mary Cassatt’s Impressions: Assembling the Havemeyer Art Collection

Mary Cassatt’s Impressions: Assembling the Havemeyer Art Collection explores the longstanding friendship between celebrated Impressionist artist Mary Cassatt and H.O. and Louisine Havemeyer, parents of Shelburne Museum founder Electra Havemeyer Webb and influential collectors who brought the first Impressionist works to America. Cassatt was instrumental in guiding them to amass one of the world’s greatest art collections that became integral to The Metropolitan Museum of Art collection in New York City. This online exhibition highlights archival anecdotes surrounding the Impressionist paintings, drawings, and sculptures the Havemeyers collected based on Cassatt’s advice that are now part of Shelburne Museum’s collection. Online April 29.